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Irak Rotation Joint Multinational Readyness 
Center Hohenfels
pinhole camera, b/w Prints on baryt paper, 135 cm x 100 cm
200W

In their military base at Hohenfels (Bavaria, Germany ), the US Army periodi-
cally carries out manoeuvers (rotations) as preparation for the iraq war. To 
pose as iraqi civilians, they recruite german citizens. Those so-called „Civili-
ans on the Battlefield“ live locked up for a few weeks in artificial villages on 
the military territory.Their task is the re-enactment of arabian daily life. No 
cameras are allowed in the military base. When I was participating in a three 
week rotation as a Civilian on the Battlefield, I took these pictures with a pin-
hole camera. As camera body I used a box for 35 mm film, which led to strong 
vignetting and distortion. Additionally due to the long exposure times the pic-
tures appear abandoned contrary to the actual situation. The photographs  
are blurry and remind of nostalgic aesthetics. They show much less the place 
itself then its state of caginess. In addition to the photographs I did drawings 
of the practice ammunition which I found there on the ground. With transpa-
rent paper i copied my role play id cards and other documents.









Gladiator
video, MiniDV, 5:41 min
2011

In the summer of 2010, I started filming people posing as gladiators in front 
of the Colosseum in Rome. I used an outdated touristic video camcorder. I 
followed one of those performers spontaneously into a basement near the 
Colosseum which they used as a locker room, for to film an interview. Due 
to language barriers, only a few short dialogue sequences came about: Ne-
ither me nor the Gladiator is really aware of what the other person actually 
wants from him. I stress myself trying to consider relevant and understanda-
ble questions that could ease the situation. The gladiator is waving at the 
camera. Between over-ambitious tourist-video and failed interview film a 
discomfort is depicted that can arise when one enters the everyday life of a 
stranger with a camera.

 





Innere Einheit/Inner Unity
People from different cities in Germany remember 10-03-1990
kindly supported by PROGEN Aura Kamera Systeme
12 instant photographs
2011

 The hoped and fought for gain of freedom did not immediately lead to full personal 
satisfaction for everybody. Not all Germans feel at home in their country yet. It is them for 
whom the federal government assumes special responsibility. It considers the unification 
process unfinished until not only material but also inner unity is accomplished.
From the annual report of the Federal Government concerning the condition of German Unity

With a special camera which, according to the manufacturer, is capable of capturing the 
human aura, I portrayed people from the old and new federal states of Germany while 
they were trying to remember October, 3rd 1990, German Unity Day. The portraits are 
backlit, the facial features are not visible. Dimly visible hairstyle, jewellery and clothing 
offer incentive for speculation.  Starting point of this work is the term Innere Einheit (Inner 
Unity). Its actual meaning is hard to grasp, the term is used in a relativly unconnected 
way in several different contexts. The most common usage is complaining about a lack 
of Inner Unity, concerning different mental states of people in East- and West-Germany. 
In Form of a parascientific experiment, I tried to transform the term Innere Einheit into 
a picture. The so-called Coggins-Camera I was using is mainly utilized for esoterical 
purposes. It is the first and up until now the only mass-produced camera in the field of 
aura-photography.The efforts to depict feelings, thoughts, mental states and the human 
aura by using photography have a long tradition. I give no clues for the interpretation 
of the aura portraits. The work is intended as an ironic comment on the speculative 
potential of an ambiguous term.



Innere Einheit, Setting 2





Main Medium
pinhole camera on photo paper © Ghosthunter Germany
photography, found footage, digital c-print
video, found footage, 4:46 min, loop
2012

Ghost Hunters, a reality TV show from the US follows two employees of a pipe 
cleaning company who use their spare time to examine places where paranormal 
phenomena are suspected. The TV serial caused a worldwide wave of founding 
of ghost hunter groups. Those ghost hunters, who normally earn their lives in 
other jobs, offer paranormal investigations to affected private households as a free 
service, carried out in their leisure time.
1) Lord Combermere
Lord Combermere‘s Ghost Photo, one of the most famous ghost photographs 
of the 19th century depicts a time when spending time on photography used to 
be a privilege of the upper class. In 2012 the ghost hunter group Ghost Hunter 
Germany re-enacted this picture with a self built pinhole camera and published it 
on their website to explain the origination process of the historical photograph. 
The victorian libary was transformed into a middle class living room with a sofa 
bed and sloping ceiling.
2) Move Test
An arrangement of different objects on a sheet of paper is put in the haunted 
location. To register a possible movement of these objects, their contours are 
traced on the sheet.
3) Night Vision
The video camera with night vision mode is one of the most important investigative 
tools. The ghost hunters shoot suspect deserted rooms and portray themselves 
as people waiting in the dark.



1) Lord Combermere



3) Night Vision



exhibition view, Halle 14, Baumwollspinnerei Leipzig



American Dream
collection of found texts
photographs
in progress, started in 2012

I scanned all german internet forums for dream interpretation looking for the 
keyword America. The absurd little stories  I found I combined in an associ-
ative way with photographs I took in Germany. They show different interiors, 
film sets, gardens or parks. I repeat that research periodically and I plan to 
build up an archive of America - related dreams. I want to know what kind of  
(media) images and characters appear in those dreams and how they might 
change  and might be influenced by what happens in the world (and by what 
choice of it is shown on screens. Could dreams be documental?







Ein Bild abgeben/Imaging an Image
single channel-HD-projection with sound,18:17 min, loop
2014

Since I began to study photography, I documented every job I did beside to 
earn money. Ein Bild abgeben/Imaging an image is a collage of photo- and 
videosequences that show a choice of all these jobs concerning somehow the 
field of photography: Taking photos as a proof that a job was done correctly, 
playing a photographer without taking pictures, appearing on a press photograph, 
selling portrait photographs as souvenirs, looking after a photobox at a promotion-
party...The video is based on briefings I got as emails, read out by an actor. The 
different agencies use a similar phrasing: telegraphic style, compacted, tending to 
absurdism. Those briefings made me think of the scores of 60‘s performance art. 
In general, artitistic strategies from that period can be recovered in public sales 
promotion actions: the jobs are performed and the performance is documented 
for the client, with photographs and reports according to a sample agreed in 
advance. 

 "Imaging an Image" shows us photography as an act. The photographer embarks 
on an involved self observation and shows how photography does not simply 
produce images but always creates an image of itself — in every respect.

Text by gute aussichten 

https://vimeo.com/120000432 

password: imagefilm









['d℧ŋkl
''
dɔɪ̯ʧlant]

experimental documentary
HD/DCP, colour,16:9,13:13min
script, direction, editing, camera by Juliane Jaschnow and Stefanie Schroeder
2015

A ghost train ride through the former east german industrial region around Halle/
Bitterfeld, that is trying to get rid of its bad reputation: Chimneys and factories are 
disappearing - wellness centers are popping up, sheep are grazing under solar 
panels. Recent past is stored close to the new surface. The Dunkeldeutschland-
born filmmakers stumbling subjective camera is trying to find the right distance. 
Their journey starts in the former ORWO film factory at Wolfen, where people 
used to work in complete darkness.

The film transports us from the inside of an old factory of cinematographic films 
to a sensory journey to places initially unknown, but that gradually enclose a 
belonging region. The film surprisingly presents the integration of Socialist 
Germany – ironically called by Western Dark Germany – and the definition of 
a new scope. In the darkness of the plant and from other hidden sensations 
of places, we are immersed in constant discoveries of the territory, combined 
with feelings of opening and closing, evaluation of distances and survey of new 
measures. The film overlaps past and future in layers of sensations that balance 
between the disappearance and the invention of a place. 
Text by Gustavo Jardim









Die Wirkung des Geschützes auf Gewitterwolken/
The Effect of Cannonry on Thunderclouds

experimental documentary
HD/DCP, colour,16:9, 30 min
script, direction, editing, camera by Juliane Jaschnow and Stefanie Schroeder
2017

2016 saw the highest number of potential tornadoes ever since the beginning 
of weather recordkeeping in Germany. At the same time, there is a deluge of 
weather tropes on the internet, on television and in the news. Shit storms, data 
flood, refugee waves. Language, metaphors and images are instruments of 
control. They are used to dispel - and instill - fear.  How does the image function 
as a document, as fiction, trophy, counterattack? How close are manipulation 
and prediction? And is the weather still real?

Waves, storms and tornadoes are heading for Germany – everybody knows this, 
the weather forecasters, YouTube and games developers. The climate scenario 
becomes a lot of hot air, data sloshing everywhere, shitstorms or floods of refugees. 
(Lust of) fear everywhere. A filmic attempt to mediate between troposphere and 
trope.
Text by Carolin Weidner

Trailer
https://vimeo.com/248166690









40h, 2 month max.

Two-channel Video, Loop
HD, colour, 16:9, 45:30 min
2017

To speed up the process of becoming an independent self-employed artist and 
to end my dependence on Hartz 4 unemployment benefit, I had to participate in 
a program for business optimization. My proposal to make a film documentation 
of the process was denied.I transformed notes on conversations, handouts, 
and correspondence into a scenario about my “project on the artistic business 
personality,” in what the role models of artist, entrepreneur and welfare recipient, 
all represented by myself, clash and make me grapple with their compatibility. 

Excerpt with english subtitles
https://vimeo.com/250336186









        1981    born in Weimar
2015/2016     participant in PMMC LAB for experimental media art, Werkleitz Centre for Media Art
2015             joining media art collective FILZ film and media art collective FILZ working together
                    on films, organizing lectures, screenings and talks ( www.filmischeinitiative.de )
2014               Professional Media Master Class, Werkleitz Centre for Media Art,
2012-2016     supervisor and teacher for digital photography and image editing, photographic 
                    workshop of Kulturbahnhof e.V. Markkleeber
2006-2014    Studies in Photography, class of Joachim Brohm, Academy of Visual Arts Leipzig 
2010             Exchange Student at École Nationale Supérieure Villa Arson, Nice, France
2005             Guest Auditor Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design
2003-2006     Co-organizer of the independent cultural center WBS70 Greifswald, self-run space 
                    for local exhibitions, film-screenings, readings, concerts
2003            participant of art squat project prora.allinclusive, 30 European art students live and
                    work for one month in the ruins of the former KDF Building Prora
2001-2006     Studies in History of Art, Communication Sciences and Art Education
                    University Greifswald

      

 Exhibition/Festivals (Selection)

2018
gute aussichten deluxe, Haus der Photographie Deichtorhallen Hamburg
transmediale festival face value, film & video program, Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin
Biel/ Bienne Festival of Photography
EXTREME. RAY Fotografieprojekte Frankfurt RheinMain, Stadtmuseum Hofheim

2017
gute aussichten GRANT, NRW Forum, Düsseldorf 
34. Kassel Documentary Film and Video Festival
60. DOK Leipzig, International Leipzig Festival for Documentary and Animated Film
40h, max. 2 Monate,gute aussichten GRANT, Museum für Fotografie, Berlin
Open the Narrative, Werkschauhalle 12, Baumwollspinnerei Leipzig
Plastik Festival, Dublin, Ireland

2016 
Festival Internacional de Curtas de Belo Horizonte, Brazil
November Film Festival, London
Moscow International Experimental Film Festival
Golden Reel International Underground Filmfestival, Ulaan Baator, Mongolia
Les Rencontres Internationales - nouveau cinéma et art contemporain, Gaîté Lyrique, Paris / 
Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin 
Vor Ihnen das Meer - resp. der Asphalt, die Schäden, Kunstfonds der Staatlichen 
Kunstsammlungen Dresden

2015
32. Kassel Documentary Film and Video Festival
19. Internationale Kurzfilmtage Winterthur
15th Seoul International New Media Festival, Korea
7 Days 7 Films, Kehrer Berlin Galerie 

2015
Dortmund|Cologne International Women’s Film Festival
gute aussichten- young german photographers at Haus der Photographie Deichtorhallen Hamburg 
/ Goethe-Institut,Washington DC, USA / Goethe-Institut, Nicosia, Cyprus / Landesmuseum Festung 
Ehrenbreitstein, Koblenz, Germany / National Library of Estonia,Tallin / Goethe-Institut Mexiko City

2014
gute aussichten - young german photographers, Museum Marta, Herford
embedded art (lecture), riesa efau, Dresden
Besitz-beneath notice, Centre of Literature Koeppenhaus, Greifswald
31. Kassel Documentary Film and Video Festival
Mir fehlte nur noch das T, Art Space Hong Kong Derrick Barge, Duisburg
Ein Bild abgeben/Die Haare des Visionärs, Galerie Loriza, Berlin

2013 
Orte, die man kennen sollte, Kunstverein Leipzig
Mitgift, Bildetage, Vienna

2012 
DLF 1874-The Biography of Images, HALLE 14, Leipziger Baumwollspinnerei 
Über Generationen. Bildsprache Schwarzweiss, Photo Festival RAY 2012, Stadtmuseum Hofheim
Apricale, Art Space Praline, Leipzig

2011
Blick durchs Fenster, Marta Hoepffner award for Photography, Stadtmuseum Hofheim
opp_effect, AIlArtNow Foundation, Damascus, Syria

2009 
NOVP - New Photography and Video Art from Vorpommern, Pommersches Landesmuseum 
Greifswald

Awards/scholarships

2017
Bremen Award for Video Art
gute aussichten GRANT
working grant, Cultural Foundation of Saxony

2016
[‚d℧ŋkldɔɪ̯ʧlant] by Juliane Jaschnow & Stefanie Schroeder, Best Non Narrative Film, Golden Reel 
International Underground Filmfestival Ulaan Baator; 
Best Experimental Film Jury Award, Experimental Superstars, Novi Sad, Serbia

2014
gute aussichten, new german photography

2011
Martha Hoepffner Photography Award, Special Award
DAAD-Exchange Defining Borders, Academy of Visual Arts Leipzig /Glasgow School of Art, UK


